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Saul (HWV 53) is a dramatic oratorio in three acts written by George Frideric Handel with a libretto by
Charles Jennens.Taken from the First Book of Samuel, the story of Saul focuses on the first king of Israel's
relationship with his eventual successor, David; one which turns from admiration to envy and hatred,
ultimately leading to the downfall of the eponymous monarch.
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P. D. Q. Bach is a fictitious composer invented by musical satirist "Professor" Peter Schickele.Schickele
developed a five-decade-long career, performing the "discovered" works of the "only forgotten son" of the
Bach family.Schickele's music combines parodies of musicological scholarship, the conventions of Baroque
and classical music, and slapstick. ...
P. D. Q. Bach - Wikipedia
Une symphonie est une composition instrumentale savante, de proportions gÃ©nÃ©ralement vastes,
comprenant plusieurs mouvements joints ou disjoints, et faisant appel aux ressources de l'orchestre
symphonique.. Provenant Ã©tymologiquement du grec ÏƒÏ•Î½ (syn), signifiant avec et Ï†Ï‰Î½Î® (phÃ´nÃª),
signifiant voix ou son, le terme fait rÃ©fÃ©rence Ã la consonance des sons.
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Wanna sing? Our Choir Auditions page is the place to help you find the perfect outlet for your singing
ambitions. Ads here are for groups listed in the VAN Choir Directory. Check the Info Exchange for ads from
ensembles not listed in the Choir Directory and for ads for professional singers.
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WW016: The Classical Woodwind Cadenza, A Workbook by David Lasocki & Betty Bang Mather. McGinnis &
Marx, 1979, SS, 60 pages. This workbook is designed to involve the performer of eighteenth-century
woodwind music in the composition of classical cadenzas.
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